Things at MIT never stand still. In the international capital of technology, students walk the same hallways where pioneering scientists and academicians tread. Among the columns stand the world's best and brightest.

MIT's award winning yearbook, Technique, commemorates the events of the year. The book reveals the spirit, the joys, the frustrations, and the torments of the MIT experience. Starting with the chaos and confusion of R/O Week and ending with the celebration and satisfaction of graduation, Technique captures it all — from the sweet taste of victory to the bitter sting of defeat.

With a provocative combination of tradition and experiment, Technique 1995 will feature photojournalistic chronicles of MIT activities, sports, living groups, and portraits of the graduating class. Photographic and literary essays will round out the book. In short, Technique presents a spirited and penetrating look at the past year at MIT.

Technique is a wholly student-run publication which receives no funding from the Institute. To keep the tradition of high quality and service to the MIT community alive, Technique needs your patronage. We hope you will consider becoming a patron of Technique 1995. Patrons receive their own volume, and their names will also be recognized in a special section of the book.

I hope we can show you a year of MIT in Technique 1995.

Thank you.

Yueh Z. Lee
Editor-in-Chief
Technique 1995